2002 chrysler town and country heater problems

When I turn the heat on I only get warm air. Both lines on the heater core are hot. I have
re-calibrated the damper doors and no code came up. That made it a little warmer. It is still not
very hot. What can I do next to fix this problem? Do you. Good morning. Can you hear the blend
door move when you go from heat to cool and back? Remove the hoses to the core and use a
garden hose to flush back and forth until debris is gone. Was this answer. I can hear the doors
move and I have recalibrated them a couple of times. I drove 2 hours on Saturday and got very
little heat. I drove for 2 hours back today and it was working great. Would that be the heater
core? It may have been air in the system yes, rh heater core or it may have also been the blend
door actuator. Roy Was this answer. What could be wrong? Make sure the engine is running at
a normal operating temp. With it warm, the engine running and the fan on high, feel both heater
core hoses. IF both are hot, check the blend air door for operation. If only one is hot, flush the
heater core. As far as fan speed, replace the blower motor resister. I have a chrysler town and
country, The heater blows nice and hot when you are driving, but when u stop at a stop light or
sit idling, the air turns cold, what can I do to fix this? Heater only blows hot when the car is
moving Was this answer. Check coolant level. Also, make sure the heater hoses are not
pinched. Thank you, coolant level is good, I will check the heater hoses. When I turn the heater
on, I have to turn the heater to the highest fan option to get any heat going. What is going on
and is it going to be an easy fix for me, or should I take it into the shop? Turn oyur heater on
and get operating temp and check heater hoses to heatercore against firewall if both hoses are
not as hot as radiator hoses. You might have a clogged heater core. You have to pulldash out to
change heatercore. Went out to start my van, turn on the heat heard this crunching noise, no
heat will blow out vents. But the rear vents all work. Can u tell me what this is? Suspect blower
motor possible something got into cage. Wheres that at? That would cause no heat in front of
van but still have heat in back of van? Front and rear are seperate systems. Blower under dash
pass. Side Was this answer. This morning, a light that looked like a flag came on and I got a
beeping noise. I looked at the panel below it and it was in the red zone. When I pulled over it
went back. What is going on? I have no idea what that light or the panel meant. Can you help me
so I have an idea what the mechanic is going to look for and I don't get robbed? Low coolant
level in the radiator will cause the flow to stop. That means no coolant coming from the radiator
to cool the engine, so it gets too hot, and no hot coolant flowing through the heater core in the
dash board, so it blows cold air. There could be a cooling system leak. If this happened over a
long period of time, it should have been addressed as a part of every oil change. Adding oil
won't help an overheating condition. The "flag" you're referring to could be a thermometer. Most
Chrysler products have a "Check Gauges" light that comes on, along with a chime, when a
gauge is indicating a problem. Caradiodoc Was this answer. However, when set to heat the
passenger side only blows COLD air. Only one temp all the time. From the defroster to the floor,
the right side is cold and the left side is HOT. How can I fix this and what could it be? Also the
first two of the four rear vents blows only a little air but the furthest rear air vents really push
out some heat. Sounds like you have a rear heater. That would explain why the rear heat is
good. First, check to see if there is a calibration procedure for the computer. It could be
extremely frustrating to pass the tests, but I think by '99 it was no longer necessary to do this. If
you take it to the dealership, they will most likely try a different computer first. If you're lucky,
that will solve the problem. Dual zone computers cost a lot more than the standard ones. If
there's no calibration procedure, and a new computer doesn't help, expect to find a broken
temperature door inside the heater box, or a defective actuator. Both require removing the
steering column and dashboard. The broken door repair also involves discharging the air
conditioning system, and removing the heater box to disassemble it. That's a high price to pay
for one person to be 2 degrees warmer than the other person, but people buy cars based on all
these frills. It's also the reason I'm still driving a Grand Caravan. The front and rear heaters work
just fine and there's not a single computer involved. So many people have been stung so many
times by these repair bills, be thankful you don't have a GM product , and the manufacturers
can't figure out why no one wants to buy their cars! They have replaced the motor that controls
same to no help. Is there duck hoses that they may have left off? The mechanic that replaced
"motor that controls" may have left a vacuum hose off, follow the diagnostic procedure, to find
out which hoes it is. These models do not use another in-line vacuum check valve. In engine
compartment, locate Black vacuum hose that runs from brake booster check valve or intake
manifold, through firewall near heater hoses or expansion valve. Within Black vacuum hose,
disconnect and remove check valve near intake manifold or brake booster. Connect vacuum
gauge to an external vacuum pump. Start vacuum pump. Plug end of hose probe on vacuum
gauge. Adjust bleed valve on vacuum gauge to obtain an exact vacuum reading of 8 in. Unplug
and plug end of hose probe on vacuum gauge several times to ensure exact vacuum reading.
Connect vacuum gauge hose probe to control panel side of check valve. Vacuum gauge reading

should be 8 in. Replace check valve if vacuum leak exists. Connect vacuum gauge hose probe
to engine side of check valve. Vacuum should flow through check valve. Replace check valve if
operation is not as described. Position vacuum gauge so gauge reading can be observed from
inside vehicle. Pause after each selection to allow vacuum actuators or motors to energize and
stabilize. Record vacuum gauge reading at each selection. After each selection, vacuum reading
should be 7. Maximum vacuum reading drop is. If proper vacuum reading cannot be obtained,
vacuum leak exists in selected circuit. See Fig. Connect vacuum source probe to each port of
connector. Record each vacuum gauge reading. Vacuum reading should be 8 in. Hg at each
port. NOTE:Brown bi-level vacuum circuit contains a restriction in line. It takes longer to obtain
correct vacuum reading on this line. If proper vacuum readings are not obtained, check
appropriate vacuum circuit. Start vacuum check by plugging vacuum hose at vacuum actuator
in suspect circuit. Recheck vacuum circuit by connecting vacuum source probe to proper port.
If proper vacuum reading is now obtained, replace vacuum actuator. If proper reading is not
obtained, check vacuum hoses and connections for leak. Repair or replace as required. Image
Click to enlarge. Please login or register to post a reply. Related Heater Not Working Content.
Step by step guide on how to fix your heater, this information pertains to most cars, trucks and
SUV's. Heater Will Not Work? Should I Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Feel the
hoses going to the heater core. Are both hot? If so then you have a blend door actuator motor
issue. Is one hot and the other one cold or Luke warm? If so then you have a stopped up heater
core. Is neither one hot or only Luke warm? Then it's a cooling system issue. Possible bad
thermostat, low coolant or failing water pump. Hope this helps. Mississauga answered 6 years
ago. Is there an objective way to measure the temperature of the heating system in the cabin.
My old Caravan made more "intense " heat than my Town and country. Dane answered 5 years
ago. If your low on or leaking radiator fluid check for a drip by the intake outtake lines at the
firewall. There is a heater control valve that is notorious for falling apart. I noticed the tell tale
drip during inspection and as I was removing the lines the heater control valve broke in half as I
was removing. Don answered 4 years ago. Car's need to warm up, before the heat will work
correctly. And anyone that think's it's a great idea to jump in your New Car to Present, start it
and go.. Cause most of you barely, can take care of yourself, than a Car, the 2nd most expense
in your lives. A house being Number 1. And not knowing the basic's of how they work.. Then
your nice car will be in the Junk Yard allot quicker than any Pre Car. Geri answered 3 years ago.
Have no clue how to fix guess it's up to my m4cha mechanic. GuruD81VP answered 3 years
ago. I just turned the requested temp to 80 and heat kicked in. Did not at 70, only cool air.
Internal temp is 58 right now. GuruZN71M answered 3 years ago. I have a 2,05 town and country
and just put a new thermostat. In when we took the old one out it was all rusted. And there is
still no heat. In my van. Please help and can you tell me what is wrong and thank you. Clyde
answered 2 years ago. I have a 03 town and country with a 3. TandCK answered 2 years ago.
Momof2auts answered 2 years ago. Clyde, what was the issue? I have my heat up to HIGH and
barely a whisper of air. Thermostat was changed just a couple years ago and fluids are fine I
checked last night. Gene answered about a year ago. Sounds like u have a blocked vent or
actuator door for the vents not working. Could also be the switch but most likely not. Why won't
my heat work??? I have new blower motor, new resistor and a new thing with the knobs for
control, and the fuses are good, but still no heat!!! No blower heat, Town and Country. The
heater core hoses at going in through the fire wall are both cold. Engine heat gauge looks
normal. I think there is a problem with Air brakes for stays on red. What could be the cause of
it? I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not
express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or
approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your
Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple,
secure transaction. Get Started. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related
Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. One of the most common and inconvenient problems with
the Chrysler Town and Country is when it has no heat coming from the heater. Not having a
functioning heater makes driving much less comfortable, and can be a sign of certain issues. At
the simplest level, there are two main reasons why the heater is not working. If the heat is
blowing, but blowing cold, it has something to do with the coolant getting to the heater core, or
the heater core itself. At the simplest level possible, the heater works by passing hot coolant
from the engine into a tiny radiator called the heater core. At this point, the blower motor blows
air across the it and the newly heated air blows on to the driver and passengers. If the heater
has stopped working in your Town and Country, this process has failed in one way or another.
There is almost never a situation where you would need to take the radiator cap off of the
radiator to add coolant. The exception to that would be when you would have reason to believe

that the hose going from the reservoir to the radiator is clogged. While not having enough
coolant may make your engine run hotter, it can also cause your Town and Country to not be
able to create enough heat. You can verify this by checking the coolant level by taking a peek at
the overflow reservoir. The overflow reservoir will be connected to the radiator by a tube
coming from the top usually right by the radiator cap. Some vehicles only have full hot. It does
this by allowing water to enter the engine when it is getting hot, and by keeping coolant from
entering while the vehicle warms up. Sometimes when a thermostat goes bad, it stays stuck
open. This allows the coolant to continuously enter the engine. If your Town and Country has a
built in temperature gauge, take a look at it and see if it is in the spot it is normally in after a bit
of driving. The heater core itself can go bad. Over time, they are known to clog and fail. Without
the warm coolant going through it, there can be no heat. A bad heater core can also leak, so
watch out for that. There are two hoses coming to and from the heater core. They both should
feel warm or hot to the touch with the engine on. If one of the hoses is hot, and the other one is
cold, that is a pretty good indication that the heater core is clogged. If the neither hose has any
heat, you may have air in the cooling system, low fluid, or low pressure. If you look at your
temperature gauge, and the engine is running hotter than normal, but there is not heat coming
from the heater you may be having issues with the water pump. Try taking the vehicle out of
gear and revving the engine a little. Also, the serpentine belt going to the water pump going bad
can it not turn as fast as it needs to. But, using the info above about how and why a heater
would fail can make it a lot easier. If there is anything you would like to add, please feel free to
leave a comment below. Low Coolant While not having enough coolant may make your engine
run hotter, it can also cause your Town and Country to not be able to create enough heat.
Heater Core The heater core itself can go bad. Water Pump If you look at your temperature
gauge, and the engine is running hotter than normal, but there is not heat coming from the
heater you may be having issues with the water pump. Chrysler has issued a service bulletin
dated to address an issue with car heater not working in Dodge Grand Caravan and Chrysler
Town and Country vehicles. Models affected are listed below. In many
04 honda accord starter
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cases this type of problem can be caused by a faulty HVAC control head or intermittent blend
door actuator or low coolant. Check coolant levels before proceeding with any repairs. Chrysler
has issued this service bulletin to advise dealer to flash upgrade the HVAC software as a first
attempt to correct the issue of intermittent cold air or blowing warm air regardless of the
temperature setting. Chrysler lists the reflash time at 0. You can have this repaired at the dealer
or any independent repair shop that has reflash capabilities. They include wiring diagrams and
technical service bulletins. In most cases, their diagrams are right from the factory manuals.
Pricing: Eautorepair. So you have to refer to the factory legends to learn the identification
symbols and then refer back to circuit diagrams to find the splice and ground locations.
However, Alldatadiy. If you need to dig into your doors, dash or console, Alldatadiy. Find this
article useful? Share it! Tags Car heater not working.

